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It is no longer news that the 
world has gone digital in a 
bid to simplify work processes 
and achieve greater efficiency. 

Thus, business firms and other 
establishments strive to adapt to the 
radically changing environment in 
order to stay relevant and sustain 
their developmental strides. In 
the light of this trend and the 
need for a better focussed capacity 
building, the NDIC Academy 
dedicated the first half of this year 
to the project of automating her 
in-house training administration.

To achieve a digitalization 
that is in tune with global best 
practices, the Corporation adopted 
NetDimensions Talent Suite, an 
enterprise Talent Management 
System (TMS), which focuses 
on Learning and Performance 
Management at its very core. 
This project was managed and 
executed by Phillips Consulting 

Limited, a leading business 
and management consulting 
firm. The Academy adopted this 
technology for the automation 
of its training activities. 
Accordingly, it has migrated from 
manual to digital administration 
of training processes effective 
2nd quarter, 2018. Pre-course 
materials, participant’s pre-
training assessment and end-
of-course evaluation and test 
(CBT) will now be administered 
online through Knowledge Hub 
on NDIC portal. Departmental 
training officers (DTOs) that assist 
with course nominations in various 
Departments were also inducted 
in the new process at a one-day 
seminar that held at the Academy.  

Below is a step by step guide 
on how to enrol and complete a 
programme:

Academy’s Processes 
Go Digital

Contd on Page 5
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Notes from the
Chief Learning 
Officer

It is indeed with a great delight that 
I present to you the latest edition 
of The Academy, your online 

newsletter which focuses primarily on 
key developments at the NDIC Academy 
bi-annually. The commencement of 
training, one of the Academy’s key 
mandates, was delayed until mid-year for 
obvious reasons. However, the lull was 
effectively utilized for the automation of 
most training processes. Consequently, 
courses are now being administered 
online via the Knowledge Hub on NDIC 
portal.Two demo courses were rolled 
out Corporation-wide, in order to test-
run the new system and bring everyone 
up to speed. The statistics indicate that 
a total of 1,853 staff participated, 1,116 
completed the courses and passed the 
tests, 29 failed while 25 did not complete 
the process. This reflects over 80% 
success rate thus, invariably setting 
us on the path to achieving one of our 
mandates of becoming a leading global 
training institute on Deposit Insurance 
System.

To ensure a smooth take-off of the new 
automated training system, a one-day 
sensitization program was organized for 
all the Departmental Training Officers 
(DTOs) across the Corporation on 
Thursday, March 15, 2018. It afforded 
opportunity for DTOs to be fully 
acquainted with the automation process, 
particularly as it relates to their roles in 
assisting the Directors, Head of Units 
and Zonal Controllers with training 
nomination. The second half of this year, 
as should be expected, will be active as 
participants will be fully engaged in our 
four training locations- Lagos, Abuja, 
Kano and Enugu. As usual, we shall do 
our best to ensure that quality learning 

takes place.
The Academy also hosted 

representatives of the Office of Technical 
Assistance (OTA) of the United States 
Department of Treasury during the 
period. Our collaboration with OTA 
focuses on improving the standard 
of training to meet international best 
practices. For instance, OTA is assisting 
us with a simulation pack, similar to 
what the training arm of the FDIC, the 
Corporate University, Arlington uses to 
make learning much more experiential. 
This partnership will impact positively, 
not only on the Corporation, but also on 
sister agencies in Africa whose staff visit 
the Academy as training delegates. 

Moreover, the Academy’s website 
was upgraded this period 
to ensure that information 

regarding our faculties, programs etc. 
is available at all times to all interested 
parties. All they need to do is visit us at 
www.academy.ndic.gov.ng. On Thursday 
June 21, 2018, the department hosted 
its maiden knowledge sharing seminar 
on topics that have been engaging 
staff interests - “Artificial Intelligence 
and Organizational Agility” and “The 
State and Future of Automation in 
Banking Services in Nigeria”. As the 
world is speedily heading towards full 
digitalization,especially the banking 
sector, the Corporation needs to stay 
ahead of the game in order to effectively 

execute its mandate. Perhaps, this 
explains the level of interest the seminar 
generated amongst participants 
from various Departments whose 
contributions were very valuable.

On the last week of the first half 
of the year, the Academy played 
host to the Managing Director/

Chief Executive, Alhaji Umaru Ibrahim, 
mni, FCIB, whose visit coincided with 
the pre-retirement training organized 
by the Human Resource Department for 
retired colleagues. In his characteristic 
manner, he did not leave without 
sensitizing the retirees on issues that 
would engage their attention as they 
transit to the senior citizen’s phase 
of life. We remain appreciative for 
the support and cooperation of our 
colleagues and stakeholders whose 
efforts have enabled us to achieve so 
much within a short space of time. As 
you enjoy the rest of what this edition 
provides, please accept the assurances 
of my very best regards.

Azubike Okoro, DBA 
Director/CLO 
NDIC Academy

The NDIC Academy is proud to announce 
that its ultra-modern website has 
gone LIVE. It is highly interactive 

and user-friendly and can be viewed with 
either a desktop or a mobile device. With 
this improved site, information about the 
Academy, Faculties, Newsletters, Latest 
news and indeed programme schedules, 
including dates and time, are available on-
the-go to staff of the Corporation, sister 
agencies, IADI member countries, other 
stakeholders and the general public. Visit 
us today at www.academy.ndic.gov.ng for 
more details.

Launch of NDIC Academy Website
www.academy.ndic.gov.ng
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Inauguration of Quality Assurance 
Review Committee (QARC)

of the Committee.  He emphasised 
that, the selection of members was 
strictly based on their knowledge, 
experience and exposure, which 
they were expected to bring to the 
table to ensure success. Thereafter, 
the Chairman of the Committee and 
Director RPIRD, Mr S.A Oluyemi, 
in his remarks, underscored the 
need for commitment, cooperation 
and thoroughness to ensure quality 
output from the Academy as 
envisioned by Senior Management.  
He expressed happiness at the 
pedigree of members of the 
Committee and hoped they 
would put in their best to uplift 
the Academy to the status of an 
international training institute for 
Deposit Insurance.

The Quality Assurance 
Review Committee (QARC) 
held its inaugural meeting 

on Thursday, February 22, 2018 
at the NDIC Academy, Utako, 
Abuja.  In his address of welcome, 
the Director/CLO, NDIC Academy, 
Dr Azubike Okoro explained 
that the idea of a QARC came 
at the instance of Management, 
particularly the MD/CEO, whose 
vision is to build an Academy that 
would be comparable to other 
world-class learning institutions. 
The functions of the Committee 
include, but is not limited to: 
periodic review of the Academy’s 
training curricula; assisting with 
identification of emerging issues 
in the banking industry; adapting 

case studies to local environment 
by including local contents; making 
contributions that would enhance 
the quality of the Academy’s 
service delivery. 

The membership of the 
Committee is drawn primarily 
from the executive cadre of the 
Corporation’s staff, including 
some senior staff, who have 
been carefully selected on the 
basis of their expertise and 
experience. The Committee was 
formally inaugurated by the 
Director, Strategy Development 
Department, Mr Festus Ekechi on 
behalf of Senior Management. Mr 
Ekechi gave a brief speech which 
bordered on commitment and 
seriousness with the assignment 

L-R: Mr S.D Oyewole AD (SIID), H.E Alaekwe DD (BED), O. Iyanda DD (CRD), S.A Adenusi AD (AMD), M.Y Umar D (ISD) 
at the Quality Assurance Committee inauguration on Thursday, February 22, 2018
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Congratulations to all 
newly promoted staff 
More power to your elbow!

The Academy wishes to 
congratulate all the newly 

promoted staff of the Corporation. 
We at the Academy are extremely 
proud to be associated with you, 
having had you as participants 

in a couple of our past 
programmes. We are delighted 

that our programmes, especially 
the techniques for answering 

promotion questions, contributed 
to your success. We assure you of 

our continued effort to dish out 
quality courses. 

Congrats once again!

The International 
Association of Deposit 
Insurers (IADI) welcomes 

its 82nd and 83rd members, the 
Deposit Protection Fund of Uganda 
(DPFU) and the Deposit Guarantee 
Fund of Rwanda. All members of the 
IADI are organisations that under 
law or agreements, have a deposit 
insurance system and have been 
approved for membership in the 
Organisation.

IADI welcomes 
its 82nd and 83rd 
members

The Managing Director/
Chief Executive, Alhaji 
Umaru Ibrahim, FCIB, 

Mni visited the Academy in the 
last week of June and interacted 
with retired staff who were 
undergoing retirement training. 
The program was organized by 
the Human Resource Department 
with Consultants from the 
Industrial Training Fund (ITF) as 
facilitators. It had two sessions, 
the classroom activities phase that 
lasted one week and two weeks 
of entrepreneurial attachment in 
different occupations that match 
the interest of the retirees. 

While addressing the ex-staff, he 
charged them to take advantage 
of the CBN and BOI loan facilities 
that offer single digit interests. 
According to him, there is nothing 
wrong with the association of 
retired staff setting up a Micro 
Finance Bank since there is 
a pool of requisite skills 
amongst them to manage 
it effectively. Also, he 
advised the junior 
members of staff in 
the group, most of whom 
were drivers, to take 
advantage of the 
new skill set to 
develop private 
businesses such 
as mechanic 

Our Doors are Open to You: 
MD/CEO to Retirees
garage, transportation, etc. and 
promised them of collaboration with 
the Corporation on things that are of 
mutual benefit.

“I see you as my colleagues, so please 
note that our doors are always open to 
you on things that would make your 
life in retirement more worthwhile”, 
he told the retirees. Visibly happy with 
the visit, the retirees thanked the MD/
CEO and encouraged him to continue 
in his characteristic leadership style 
of looking after their interests while 
they shall remain ambassadors and 
keep praying to God to sustain the 
Corporation and its esteemed values 
always. 

MD/CEO, Alhaji Umaru Ibrahim, 
FCIB, Mni
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Pre-Training Activities

All nominated staff shall 
automatically be enrolled in a 
program and receive confirmation 
via email. The staff will use their 
usual login to access e-learning 
application through the NDIC 
portal and comply with pre-course 
requirements within the given 
deadline.

Steps to access the course:

i. Access NDIC portal
ii. Click on the e-learning 

Application to access Knowledge 
Hub

iii. Login the usual way
iv. From the Learning Centre 

click on learning sub-menu
v. Identify the enrolled 

programme and click on the 
Knowledge Centre menu

vi. Click on the Pre Course 
Evaluation link to access the 
Questions

During Training
Log into the Knowledge Hub to 

access various online resources, 
download materials, access the 
chat room to post questions, 
comments and contributions on 

Contd from Cover

Academy’s Processes Go Digital

the programme.

Post Training Activities
i. On the last day of the 

programme, participants will be 
granted access to the evaluation sub-
menu to assess various components 
of the programme.

ii. Successful submission of 
the end-of-course evaluation will 
grant participants access to the final 

test.
iii. After submission, test scores 

will be displayed automatically.
iv. One week after, 

participants will login to confirm 
their performance on the overall 
assessment (final test, attendance, 
class participation, etc.).

v. Successful Staff could print 
off their certificates instantly or wait 
to receive via e-mail.

News

The financial industry is very broad 
and dynamic, rapidly responding 
to varying trends and economic 

changes. Invariably, insured financial 
institutions, amongst other participants, 
are susceptible to these changes in the 
financial landscape. Due largely to their 
enormous effects, these institutions may 
suffer heavy losses in some cases, or 
might have to make serious adjustments 
to stay afloat.  In either case, the 
stability of the financial system may be 

threatened, prompting the regulators 
to improvise ways to manage the 
challenges. 

The introduction of programmes that 
would enable stakeholders understand 
the nature, scope and dynamics of these 
emerging issues in the financial services 
industry therefore, becomes imperative 
to ensure successful discharge of 
our mandate. It is in this light that 
the Academy, guided by insights on 
the issues by management and in 

NDIC Academy introduces 
new programs

collaboration with relevant operational 
Departments, developed curricula for 
the following four (4) new programs, 
namely:

a) Living Will Concept for Banks
b) Competency Framework for 
 the Banking Industry
c) Public Finance, Accounting & 
 Auditing
d) Financial Statement Analysis

We have no doubt that these 
programmes will further enhance our 
understanding of the financial industry 
and improve our working tools, hence 
positively impact productivity.
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Delegates from Office of Technical Assistance US Treasury 
Dept. (OTA) visits the Academy

The US Department of the 
Treasury’s Office of the 
Technical Assistance has 

commended the NDIC on the 
establishment of the Academy 
that serves as a reference point 
for capacity building on Deposit 
Insurance System (DIS) for the 
African continent. The Regional 
Advisor of the US Treasury, Mr 
Philip Morris and a Senior Advisor 
of the OTA, Mr William Thomas 
were hosted by the Academy on 
Monday April 9, 2018.

        Mr Morris also stated that the 
Corporation’s reputation in the 
international community preceded 
her, adding that several African 
countries now depend on the NDIC 
Academy for capacity building for 
members of their staff. There is no 
doubt that the OTA’s support will 
certainly reinforce the Academy’s 
efforts towards achieving its vision 
of becoming the model Deposit 
Insurance Training Institute in 
Africa and Asia by 2020.

L-R: Head,Learning Mgt. Unit, Mr Imokhede Agbi;D/CLO NDIC Academy, Dr Azubike Okoro, Mr Philip Morris, 
Mr William Thomas and other Academy staff during a visit of the OTA to the Academy on Monday, April 9, 2018

News

Director/CLO NDIC Academy Dr Azubike Okoro (left) in a handshake with Regional 
Adviser of US Treasury, Mr Philip Morris, during their visit to the Academy. While 
Mr William Thomas looks on.
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All work and no play 
makes Jack a dull boy’ 
is a common saying 

used to emphasize the need 
for a bit of relaxation after 
much work.  It was indeed a 
happy time at the Academy on 

Thursday, Feb 1, 2018, as the 
staff enjoyed an afternoon of 
fun and games. In attendance 
were the Director, Unit 
Heads and all Academy 
staff. Our friends from other 
departments, particularly the 

HRD were not left out. There 
was a lot to eat and drink and 
only very few could catch 
their breath as we swayed 
rhythmically to beautiful 
beats from our very own DJ 
Smart.

Academy’s Happy Hour 

Director/CLO NDIC Academy Dr Azubike Okoro (right) in an arm wrestling with Mahmoud Marafa (left), with Achimugu 
Aduku (middle) as referee and Mr Inyang Idongesit as an observer on Thursday, February 1, 2018

Mansur Gwadabe of the HRD moving to the beat at the Happy Hour celebration of the NDIC Academy on Thursday, 
February 1, 2018
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Know Your Facilitators –Internal & External

Mrs. Olukoya joined the 
Corporation in April 1992 
as an Assistant Manager.  

Her First assignment was in Finance 
Department where she worked 
for over four (4) years before 
redeployment to Field Examination 
Department (now Bank Examination 
Department, BED). She had a short 
stay in BED and was assigned to 
serve at the Calabar Consolidation 
Centre of the Liquidation and 
Receivership Department (now, 
Assets Management and Claims 
Resolution Departments) for two (2) 
years. She was redeployed to BED 
where she worked for over 15 years 
and rose to the post of an Assistant 
Director /Team Leader. She led 
many onsite examinations of Deposit 
Money Banks as well as Inter-Agency 
Investigation of Petitions on banks. 

Mrs. Olukoya; a Fellow of the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of Nigeria (ICAN), holds a Master’s 
degree in Business Administration, 
is a Certified Information Systems 
Auditor (CISA) and currently a 
Deputy Director/Group Head 
in Special Insured Institutions 
Department (SIID). 

Mrs. Olukoya has served 
on several Committees 
including: Committee for 

the Development of the Framework 
for Systemically Important Banks 
(SIBs) in Nigeria, Microfinance 
Certification Syllabus Review and 
NDIC, Curriculum Development 
on Competency Framework of the 
Banking Industry.

She has a propensity for details with 
special interest in Risk Management 
and Financial Analysis in Financial 

Institutions. The Academy rely on 
her professional competence to 
facilitate most technical courses.  
She is a lover of Music.

For more than twenty five years 
of service to the Central Bank of 
Nigeria (CBN), Dr Dozie Lawrence 

Okwuosah has left a remarkable 
footprint and made very meaningful 
contribution to the growth of the 
Organization. With a career that started 
with UBA Plc as an Officer in 1985, he 
had a 7 months stint as a cash manager 
at commercial bank credit lionnais 
[CBCLN Lagos].

Dr Okwuosah spent the most part 

of his stay with CBN in Banking 
Supervision Department, after which 
he moved to Risk Management 
Department where he would be retiring 
as a Director.

As the Head, Operational Risk & 
Business Continuity Management 
Division, his efforts and skills 

were useful in the Division’s ability to 
complete missions. Dr.Okwuosah’s 
leadership and involvement directly led 
to the successful accomplishment of the 
following assignments, amongst many 
others:

 1. Coordinated the development 
and implementation of the CBN 
Credit Risk Management System 
(CRMS) – a database software aimed 
at checkmating the activities of 
borrowers in the financial system.

2. Instrumental to the licencing of 
the first three credit bureax in Nigeria 
(XDS, CRServices& Credit Registry)

3. Served as a member of the CBN 
Century Change Committee charged 
with the responsibility of mapping 
out strategies to ensure that all 
hardware and software in use within 
CBN are year 2000 compliant before 
June, 1999.

4. Served as a member of the CBN 
job evaluation/re-organization/
restructuring team (2001). 

5. Coordinated the development 
and implementation of the CBN 

Credit Risk Management System 
(CRMS) – a database software aimed 
at checkmating the activities of 
‘’professional’’ debtors in the financial 
system by collating and distributing 
credit information on all borrowers to 
requesting financial Institutions.

6. Coordinated and facilitated the 
workshops on Bank Data Entry (BDE) 
organized by the CBN for all banks to 
acquaint them with the computerized 
system of rendering CBN/NDIC 
monthly returns.

7. Chaired the World Bank/CBN 
MSME project Committee that 
produced the guidelines for licensing 
and regulation of private sector run 
credit bureax in Nigeria.

8. Coordinated and facilitated 
the credit risk management system 
workshop for all banks to sensitize 
them on the modus operandi of the 
CBN credit bureau.

9. Served as a member of the 
CBN Code of Business Ethics & 
Conduct Design & Implementation 
Committee. 

10. Worked with the Director of 
Banking Supervision Department 
to post staff of the Department into 
two departments – Financial Policy 
& Regulation Department & Banking 
Supervision Department. 

Dr Okwuosah facilitates Academy’s 
operational courses

Mrs Adedayo Olukoya

Dr Dozie Okwuosah 
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Following the successful 
automation of the 
NDIC Academy training 

administration, it became 
incumbent on the Academy 
to bring up to speed all the 
training officers of the various 
Departments, Units and Zones of 
the Corporation.  As the liaison 
officers between the Academy and 
their respective Departments, the 
DTOs working on the directives 
of their Directors, are in charge 
of nominating their staff, based 
on the allocated slots, for all 
Academy programmes. In view of 
the above, the Academy organized 
a one-day sensitization workshop 
for all the DTOs on Thursday, 
15th March, 2018. This was held 
successfully at the Academy, 
Utako, Abuja.

Academy hosts Departmental Training Officers 
(DTOs) on Net Dimension digital process

Mr Ogedegbe Theophilus giving his key note address at the DTO sensitization 
programme on Thursday, March 15, 2018

News

Quotes
I have been impressed with the urgency 
of doing. Knowing is not enough; we 
must apply. Being willing is not enough; 
we must do.
- Leonardo da Vinci

Learning is not attained by chance; it 
must be sought for with ardour and 
diligence,
- Abigail Adams

Learning is a treasure that will follow its 
owner everywhere
- Chinese Proverb

Learning and innovation go hand in 
hand. The arrogance of success is to 
think that what you did yesterday will be 
sufficient for tomorrow. 
-William pollard
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The Academy recently deployed 
two demo online courses to 
assist all senior staff get better 

acquainted with the new program 
administration. The two courses were 
‘DIS for Banks’ and ‘Fundamentals of 
Management’. All affected staff were 
automatically enrolled to complete 
the processes - the pre-course; the 
exam; and evaluation. The pre-
course activities were materials that 
assisted the participants to effectively 
prepare for the actual class; the exam 
comprised of 15 CBT questions that 
lasted about 10 minutes while the 
evaluation was the normal end-of-
course assessment to rate the various 
course components. The first and 
second demos were made available 
from 5pm March 28, 2018 until 
5pm April 6, 2018 and 8:00am April 
30, 2018 until 5pm May 4, 2018 
respectively. Below are statistics from 
the reports generated at the end of the 
programs;

First Demo 

i. 922 staff were enrolled in the 
program.

ii. 550 staff completed and 
passed, 11 failed while 10 did not 

complete the exams.
iii. 447 staff took 

the pre-course and 464 
completed the end-of-
course evaluation.

iv. No participant 
explored the Chat 
Room titled DIS 
P A R T I C I P A N T S , 
where the entire class 
were to engage in 
meaningful discussions 
about the course, ask 
questions, make observations and 
get clarifications from classmates 
and course coordinators. Also, no 
comments were registered in the Peer 
Comments section, where course 
participants were supposed to rate the 
course module and make comments.

v. Highest Overall Score at the 
Exam was 20.00 (100%), while the 
Average Overall Score was 15.91 
(79.55%). 

vi. 96% of the participants 
passed the exam and the Average 
Completion Time was 6.4 Minutes.

Second Demo 

i. 931 staff were enrolled in 
the program.

ii. 566 staff completed and 
passed, 18 failed, while 15 did not 
complete the exams.

iii. 366 staff took the pre-course 
and 391 completed the end-of-course 
evaluation.

iv. Highest Overall Score at the 
Exam was 15.00 (100%), while the 
Average Overall Score was     12.98 
(86.53%). This is a better average 
performance compared to the earlier 
demo course. 

v. 96% of participants 
passed the exam and the Average 
Completion Time was 6.0 Minutes.

In the light of above, we can safely 
assert that the automation of in-
house course administration has 
progressed over 80% and ready to 
go live.

Our 2018 Curricula
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The CLO NDIC Academy, Dr. Azubike Okoro exchanging pleasantries with some of the DTOs at the sensitization programme 
on Thursday, March 15, 2018

Chinenye Akinlade, Mary Enyi and Angela Elah having a good time at the Academy Happy Hour on Thursday, February 
1, 2018.
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Dr. Azubike Okoro addressing the DTOs at the sensitization programme held for them on Thursday, March 15 2018

A cross section of retired staff at the seminar for retirees on Monday, March 18, 2018

Photo        News
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D/CLO, Dr. Azubike Okoro with Mr. Peter Egbiremonlen at 
the seminar for retirees on Monday, June 18, 2018

Mr. Otedoh and Mr Avbioroko (a facilitator) at the seminar 
for retirees on Monday, June 18, 2018

Alhaji Tafida, Alhaji Birchi & Mr M. A. Ahmed (D, HRD) at 
the seminar for retirees on Monday, June 18, 2018

D/CLO, Dr. Azubike Okoro with Mr. A. A. Kehinde at the 
seminar for retirees on Monday, June 18, 2018

A cross section of retired staff at the seminar for retirees on 
Monday, June 18, 2018

Mr. Ngalato, Ms. Oleru with a retired Staff at the seminar 
for retirees on Monday, June 18, 2018

Mr. Ngalato, and Mr. Sadiq Ibrahim (PM, Academy) with a 
retired Staff at the seminar for retirees on Monday 18, June, 
2018

D/CLO, Dr. Azubike Okoro with Ajiroba (Mr. A. Adeniran) at 
the seminar for retirees on Monday, June 18, 2018

Photo         News
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Regional Adviser of US Treasury, Mr Philip Morris with Director ISD, Mr. M.Y. Umar during the OTA visit at the NDIC 
Head Office on Monday, April 9, 2018

Photo         News

Vincent Ajah with Chinenye Akinlade, during newsletter review session on Tuesday, July  3, 2018.
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L-R: Muhammed Muawiyya,  Mr. Abdullahi Kabeer , Mr. Abel Ogbe and Achimugu Aduku at the Academy’s Happy Hour 
on Thursday, February 1, 2018. 

Mr. Haliru Muazu, addressing the participants during the Knowledge Sharing session on Thursday, June 21, 2018

Photo       News
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Regional Adviser of US Treasury, Mr Philip Morris and Mr Achimugu Aduku during the OTA capacity visit to the NDIC 
Academy on Monday, April 9, 2018

Mr.Bukar Ibrahim and Mrs.Ngozi F. Chiefe at the DTO sensitization programme on Thursday, March 15, 2018.

Photo       News
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Mr Imokhede Agbi giving a toast at the Academy Happy Hour on Thursday, February 1, 2018

Photo       News

L-R: Mr. Tony Eyeh, Mr. Vincent Ajah, Mr. Doba Musa, Mr Idongesit Iyang and Mr. Abdullahi Kabeer at the Academy 
Happy Hour on Thursday, February 1, 2018
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Mr. Samuel Amoo, Mr. Aminu Ahmed, Mr. Peter Egbiremonlen, Mall. Hadi Birchi, Mr. Umar Bashir and Dr. Azubike Okoro at 
the seminar for retirees on Monday, June 18, 2018

Photo       News

Mr. Aminu Ahmed (D, HRD) with mallam Hadi Birchi (fmr Head CPAU) at the seminar for retirees on Monday, 
June 18, 2018
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Dr. A. Okoro (D, Academy), Mr. A. Ahmed (D,HRD) and Mr. S. Avbioroko (Facilitator of the Retirees Seminar) at the 
seminar for retirees on Monday, June 18, 2018

Dr. Okoro (Chairman, Committee on E-Learning), Mrs. Olukoya (DD, SIID), Mr. Balogun (DD, ISD), Mr. Babatolu (DD, 
CRD), Mr. Eziechi (Secretary to the Committee, Mr. A. Kabeer and Hajia Ramatu Sani (AD, HRD) at the e-learning 
Committee meeting on Monday, June 18, 2018
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Mr. A. M. Ahmed (D, HRD) with Mr. A. Nicholas Ibrahim at the seminar for retirees on Monday, June 18, 2018

Mr. Ngalato with Mr. Sadiq (PM Academy) at the seminar for retirees on Monday, June 18, 2018
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Some of the participants at the Academy’s Knowledge Sharing session on Thursday, June 21, 2018

Dr. Jibril Garko delivering a lecture at the Academy’s Knowledge Sharing session on Thursday June 21, 2018
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Mr. Abdullahi Kabeer delivering a lecture at the Academy’s Knowledge Sharing session on Thursday, June 21, 2018

Caterers attending to participants at a training programme
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NDIC Academy ndic_academy@ndic_academy

l That ‘Specialised School’ is now 
known as ‘Capacity Building for 
Stakeholders’

l That the NDIC Academy social 
media handles are very active

l That there is a functional 
gym and crèche at the 
Academy

At the NDIC Academy, we love 
feedback! It helps us improve on 
the standards of our facilities, 
programmes and processes.Please 
find below some thoughts from our 
colleagues across the corporation:

FEEDBACK FROM TRAININGFEEDBACK FROM TRAINING

The trainings I have attended were very 
interactive; the case studies were very good 
and helped me learn faster. I also like the idea 
of group presentation”.
Jumoke Aremo (ETSD)

The content of the course was very rich and I 
learnt a lot about ‘Management
Shehu Abubakar (YZO)

I found it very interesting and value adding
Sule Hajara (AMD)

Course material was concise and easily 
conveyed the essence of the topic
Kolo Daniel (Legal, Lagos)

This is a good development. Kudos to the 
Academy!!!
Afolayan Uthman  (EZO)

A great way to upscale knowledge gap in the 
Corporation
Mahmud Marafa (NAD)

I highly commend the efforts made to 
incorporate EFCC in such a wonderful 
training, and our appreciation goes to the 
management of NDIC. Thank you
David Obetan (EFCC)

Course coordination/Adminstration was 
effective 
– Idialu James

The allotted number of days is not enough to 
cover most aspect of the course
– Tijani Mohammed

The course was adequate and very useful
– Jega Abdulaziz (SZO)

Management should incorporate basic DMB/
MFB IT systems platform to this program so 
that we can improve on our job; while on the 
field
– Mohammed El-Habeeb (BZO)

The course was very interactive and added 
value
– Nwadije Tracy (EZO)

Course content excellent and very impactful
– Okuwhere Obukohwo (BZO)
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